NUMERous reports have been published of the effects of optic nerve stimulation upon neuronal mechanisms of the brain in animals, but little work seems to have been done in man.
a Faradic current of 160 per second frequency from an inductorium (Muto Co. common type). The strength of the current could be changed by varying the coil distance and by turning the dial set on the board. A pair of platinum wires 0 5 mm. in diameter and 1-7 mm. apart were used as the electrode for stimulation.
At the time of the operation the optic nerve was severed directly behind the eyeball, and in order to make manipulation easier, a 10 mm. length of suture was tied lightly to the nerve and secured. This was done in order to avoid needless mechanical stimulus by tweezers which would otherwise have been necessary to hold the nerve in place at the time of stimulation. The optic nerve was sufficiently ablated from the surrounding fat tissue, and covered with Vaseline-coated gauze in preparation for the experiments to be conducted the following day.
The stimulation experiments were conducted 24 hours after the removal of the eyeball. The patient was placed on the operation table without previous notice, in order to ensure his peace of mind. A 100-watt bulb was suspended at approximately 50 cm. above the operation table and switched on. The room was facing south and was full of light, the time being 2 p.m. The healthy eye was closed and covered with a white cloth. The operated eye was opened and the inserted gauze was removed. The patient complained of pain so a drop of 4 per cent. cocaine solution was administered to the site of adhesion. Special care was taken not to touch the optic nerve. The eye socket was washed and the Vaseline removed and at the same time efforts were made to remove the anaesthetic solution. Lastly the washing fluid was carefully absorbed by the application of surgical cotton and the optic nerve was lifted clear of its surroundings by means of the string attached previously. Special care was taken to prevent any leakage of electric current through fluids and surrounding tissue.
The cut surface of the optic nerve was held horizontally and the electrode was placed gently on the cut surface. Since the electrode was smaller in size it was possible to move it to different positions on the cut surface of the optic nerve.
Results
(1) Effects of Electrical Stimulation.-The strength of the stimulus was heightened in an ascending curve. First the coil distance was set at 8 mm. and the first response was obtained when the dial reading was turned to 21. Next the dial was turned to 24.
As a second step the distance was reduced to 7 mm. and the dial turned up. As a third step the distance was reduced to 6 mm. This was the strongest stimulus rendered.
It was found that at the same coil distance the dial reading increased systematically, but it was impossible to compare the dial readings at different coil distances. The results are shown in the "I saw something!" He sensed a whitish something which he could not describe.
24
"Stick-like" Parallel lines (Fig. 1) , 5 or 6 in number.
Length 2-3 mm. Red and white alternating. 
13
"Petal pattern"
Radiating lines (Fig. 3) . White, red and violet alternating. The lines sparkled.
14 "Blue and red sensation" Disappeared immediately.
14-3 "White sensation"
16 "Violet-no shape"
"Dim light" 16 3 "Shell-shaped" (Fig. 4 The sensation of light occurs simultaneously with the onset of the stimulus. It appears suddenly. It disappears as soon as the stimulus is stopped, but when the stimulus is continued the sensation gradually dims and disappears. The duration of sensation varies, but when a shape is sensed there is sufficient time to determine the shape. When the patient was asked for an answer, his response was, " Wait a minute please." " I've got it now. It's . .. . This happened quite frequently. The duration was at least 2 to 3 seconds, and the longest duration reported by the patient was about 5 seconds. It approximately similar sensation appeared. The significance of this lies in the determination of reproducibility, and at the same time it indicates that the excitability of nerves (including the optical centre) recovers to normal in a very short time.
The sensation of light, according to the patient, appeared in complete darkness in the form of electric sparks, fireworks, or dewdrops reflecting light and sparkling. At times the sensation was a mere sense of presence of light, at others, it was a brightness with a given shape (e.g. a sickle-moon), and at others it was whiteness. Colours were seen, but only red, blue, and violet, without green, yellow, etc. It is to be noted that the patient had green blindness.
Since an electric light was suspended overhead, the healthy eye experienced an even sense of light in its visual field when no stimulus was applied. However, it was noted that, when a sense of light was induced by stimulation as described, the patient reported brightness against a dark field, indicating that there was no relationship between the severed nerve and the vision of the other eye. The patient mentioned that the sensations of light were the same whether he opened or closed his healthy eye.
The sensation of light appeared at times at the centre of vision and at times at the periphery. Sometimes with a single stimulus, the sensations appeared in two different areas of the vision. In the case of clearly-defined light sensations, the position and direction could be clearly indicated, but in other cases when the patient reported "a feeling of light" the position and direction were not clear.
When the image was formed at the centre of the vision, the shape was clear, but when the images appeared at the periphery the shape was indefinable. An interesting point is that when the tip of a diamond shape was outside the centre of vision, only the tip appeared blurred. It was noted that colour appeared not only in the centre but also on the fringes.
The identified simple shapes were one-or two-dimensional and were of the opposing symmetrical type. The most complicated shape was the sea-shell.
It was also noted that not infrequently white, red, and at times purple coexisted in a single shape.
The site of stimulation in the majority of cases was approximately at the centre of the severed surface. The corresponding sensations appeared at the centre or the periphery with no definite pattern. Since the severed point was directly behind the eyeball, fibres from the macula lutea should be on the temporal side of the severed surface. Therefore stimulation in the central area does not necessarily imply stimulation of the macular fibres. The site of stimulus was varied in order to determine corresponding light sensation areas in the field of vision, but no definite pattern was seen. Whether this was due to the comparatively large size of the electrode in comparison with that of the severed surface or to other factors is not known.
In regard to the strength of stimulus and the colour, it was shown that a very weak stimulus gave a sensation merely of brightness, and a medium stimulation usually caused a brightness with colour or a sparkling with colour to be seen in addition to the brightness or whiteness. However, there was no definite relationship between the strength of stimulation and the colour pattern. With a weak stimulus shapes were not clear, but with a medium stimulus they became clearer. Generally the intensity of the sensations increased with the increase in stimulus, but beyond a certain point a strong stimulus does not produce a sensation of light but brings on a feeling of fatigue and pain.
(2) Effects of Mechanical Stimulation.-No systematic experiments using mechanical stimuli were conducted, but when the electrode stimulus tests were concluded and the string attached to the optic nerve was about to be removed, the string was held up slightly pulling up the optic nerve. Then the optic nerve was severed with surgical scissors in a single motion. Thus, we were able to obtain the following information, which was entirely unintentional. The patient then suddenly exclaimed that he had seen something and stated that it was as if a white cloud had passed in front of his eyes. We believe that this may be considered as a light sensation resulting from a mechanical stimulus; in this case the severing of the nerve. It was lastly noted with interest that the reaction was identical to that of the contraction of the muscle when the nerve attached to a muscle is severed.
Summary
Experiments were conducted on a middle-aged male, who apart from green-blindness, had healthy visual organs.
It was clearly demonstrated that when the optic nerve was directly stimulated with faradic current, a visual sensation occurred. Under certain given conditions the sensation of light was accompanied by colours, in addition to brightness with a definite shape, and position or direction in the visual field. When the stimulus was applied again the same light sensations recurred. The duration of the sensations did not exceed 4 to 5 seconds. 
